Tremendous amount of RNA sequencing data have been produced by large consortium projects such as TCGA and GTEx, creating new opportunities for data mining and deeper understanding of gene functions. While certain existing web servers are valuable and widely used, many expression analysis functions needed by experimental biologists are still not adequately addressed by these tools. We introduce GEPIA (Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis), a web-based tool to deliver fast and customizable functionalities based on TCGA and GTEx data. GEPIA provides key interactive and customizable functions including differential expression analysis, profiling plotting, correlation analysis, patient survival analysis, similar gene detection and dimensionality reduction analysis. The comprehensive expression analyses with simple clicking through GEPIA greatly facilitate data mining in wide research areas, scientific discussion and the therapeutic discovery process. GEPIA fills in the gap between cancer genomics big data and the delivery of integrated information to end users, thus helping unleash the value of the current data resources. GEPIA is available at http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/.
INTRODUCTION
High-throughput RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) has emerged as a powerful method for transcriptomic analysis (1), widely used for understanding gene functions and biological patterns, finding candidate drug targets and identifying biomarkers for disease classification and diagnosis (2) . In recent years, the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) (3) and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) (4, 5) projects produced RNA-Seq data for tens of thousands of cancer and non-cancer samples, providing an unprecedented opportunity for many related fields including cancer biology. TCGA thus far has produced RNA-Seq data for 9736 tumor samples across 33 cancer types, in addition to data for 726 adjacent normal tissues. The imbalance between the tumor and normal data can cause inefficiency in various differential analyses. Fortunately, the GTEx project produced RNA-Seq data for over 8000 normal samples, albeit from unrelated donors. Such data cannot be directly combined for integrated analysis due to many differences in aspects like data processing pipelines and gene models. To make data from different sources more compatible, the UCSC Xena project (http://xena.ucsc.edu/) has recomputed all expression raw data based on a standard pipeline to minimize differences from distinct sources, thus allowing for the formation of the most comprehensive expression data up to date.
Methods for analyzing gene expression are numerous and diverse. Expression-based clustering, for example, can be divided into supervised and unsupervised methods. Gene expression differential analysis is a classical supervised method, leading to the finding tumor-specific genes by comparing tumor to normal groups. Those tumor-specific genes coding for 'targetable' proteins are often pursued as candidates for downstream analysis (6), such as those found as potential drug targets in prostate, colon and ovarian cancers (7) (8) (9) . In addition, principal component analysis (PCA) is a common unsupervised method to reduce the dimensionality of high dimensional expression datasets while maintaining most of the variances. Li et al., for instance, discovered that T cell receptor (TCR) variable genes in brain cancer were different from other cancer types using PCA analysis based on the TCGA RNA-Seq data (10) . Survival analysis based on gene expression levels is also widely used for evaluating the clinical importance of a given gene (11) . Furthermore, since genes with similar expression patterns are likely to have related functions, it is often desirable to iden-tify genes with expression similarities to a known gene, such as a known cancer drug target, using an appropriate distance metric (e.g. Pearson's correlation coefficient) (6) .
Currently, Xena, cBioPortal (http://www.cbioportal. org/), HPA (12) and Expression Atlas (13) have provided many useful visualization and analysis tools for gene expression analysis. Among numerous useful features provided by these tools, multiple types of genomic alteration data can be simultaneously displayed by cBioPortal. HPA is best at integrating protein information, while Expression Atlas distinguishes itself by providing multi-species expression data. While these web servers are exceptionally valuable and widely used, many additional expression analysis functions are often requested by experimental biologists but are not adequately addressed by those existing tools. For example, differential expression analyses are commonly performed, but this function is not available in cBioPortal, Xena or HPA, while Expression Atlas does not allow detailed tumor-normal comparison. In addition, while cBioPortal provides survival analysis based on mutation status, it lacks customizable selection of gene expression thresholds for patient cohort partitioning. Furthermore, none of the existing tools allow analyses based on the relationship of a pair of genes (e.g. sample partitioning based on the expression of one gene normalized by another). Moreover, none of the tools provide chromosomal distribution plots, similar gene detection, dimensionality reduction analysis or expression comparison among pathological stages. Based on the above needs that are not adequately addressed, we developed GEPIA (Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis), a web-based tool to deliver fast and customizable functionalities to complement with the existing tools.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Implementations
The GEPIA website is freely available to all users. It is built by the HTML5 and JavaScript libraries, including jQuery (http://jquery.com), Bootstrap (http://getbootstrap. com/) for the client-side user interface. The server-side and interactive data processing are carried out by PHP scripts (version 7.0.13). The web site automatically adjusts the look and feel according to different browsers and devices, ranging from desktop computers to tablets and smart phones. There is no login requirement for accessing any features in GEPIA.
To solve the imbalance between the tumor and normal data which can cause inefficiency in various differential analyses, we download the TCGA and GTEx gene expression data that are re-computed from raw RNA-Seq data by the UCSC Xena project based on a uniform pipeline (Figure 1 ). We consult with medical experts to determine the most appropriate sample grouping for tumor-normal comparisons. The datasets are stored in a MySQL relational database (version 5.7.17).
The GEPIA web server features are divided into seven major tabs: General, Differential Genes, Expression DIY, Survival, Similar Genes, Correlation and PCA, which provides key interactive functions corresponding to differential expression analysis, customizable profiling plotting, patient survival analysis, similar gene detection, correlation analysis and dimensionality reduction analysis ( Figure 2 ).
All plotting features in GEPIA are developed using R (version 3.3.2) and Perl (version 5.22.1) programs. The GEPIA outputs consist of plots and tables. Static visualizations are rendered as Portable Document Format (PDF), Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) and Portable Network Graphics (PNG) images. The rotatable 3D plots are built by the plotly.js library (https://plot.ly/). Tables are generated by the DataTables (https://www.datatables.net/) JavaScript library, allowing for data querying and selection.
Functionalities
Quick start. GEPIA provides a simple search interface. Users can enter a gene symbol (e.g. ERBB2) or an Ensembl ID (e.g. ENSG00000141736) in the 'Enter gene name' field to search for a gene of interest. Clicking the 'GoPIA!' button will lead to the expression profile of the input gene across all tumor and normal tissues in dot plots or body maps (Figure 2A ). The dot plots and body maps are similar to those presented by the GE-mini mobile application (14) . Users can also obtain basic gene annotation and a list of genes that are most similar to the input gene based on the entire datasets of tumor and normal samples.
Differential analysis. It is a common task to screen for candidate cancer drug targets, oncogenes or suppressor genes from differentially expressed genes based on the comparison of tumors and either matched normal or all normal samples (15, 16) . Meanwhile, genes with similar expression patterns that cluster along the chromosome often suggest the underlying genomic mechanisms leading to special expression characteristics (17, 18) . Accordingly, GEPIA allows users to input custom statistical methods and thresholds for a given dataset to dynamically obtain differentially expressed genes and their chromosomal distribution ( Figure 2B ). The statistical methods are presented in supplementary online information (the 'Help' page in GEPIA website).
Expression DIY. GEPIA dynamically plots expression profiles of a given gene according to user-defined sample selections and methods ( Figure 2C ). The results can be presented in dot plots (in the 'profile' tab) or box plots (in the 'Boxplot' tab). In addition, GEPIA plots gene expression by pathological stages based on the TCGA clinical annotation. Furthermore, for rapid comparison between different genes across multiple tissue types, GEPIA provides matrix plots based on input gene list and datasets of interest. The color density of each block represents the median expression value of a gene in a given tissue type, normalized by the maximum median expression value across all blocks. GEPIA provides plot modification parameters such as width, jitter size and group colors in various DIY Expression sub features.
Survival analysis. GEPIA performs survival analysis based on gene expression levels ( Figure 2D ). This function allows users to select their custom cancer types for overall or disease-free survival analysis. For example, to examine the survival curves of an input gene in lung cancer, a user can select lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) only or choose both LUSC and lung adenocarcinoma for the survival analyses. GEPIA uses log-rank test, sometimes called the Mantel-Cox test, for the hypothesis evaluation. The cox proportional hazard ratio and the 95% confidence interval information can also be included in the survival plot. The thresholds for high/low expression level cohorts can be adjusted.
For survival analysis, GEPIA also provides a gene normalization feature that allows the relative expression of two different genes as input. For example, when investigating gene FOXP3 in cancer survival analysis, users can also input another gene such as CD3G to normalize the expression of FOXP3. In such case, GEPIA will perform the survival analysis based on the FOXP3/CD3G relative expression levels. Furthermore, GEPIA can also present top genes that are most associated with cancer patient survival. The gene list is ranked by P-values of survival analysis based on any input cancer types.
Similar genes. With this function, users can rapidly identify additional genes with expression features similar to an input gene of interest, such as a known drug target. Datasets can be selected to represent one cancer type or multiple cancer and normal tissue combinations, and this function reports a list of genes with similar expression pattern to the input gene across selected datasets.
Correlation analysis. This function performs pairwise gene correlation analysis for any given sets of TCGA and/or GTEx expression data ( Figure 2E) Figure 2F ). This feature could reveal subsets of certain cancer type as stratified by input gene list, or confirm whether a gene set could be further used as effective biomarkers. GEPIA presents a 3D plot of top three principal components (PC) and generates a bar plot for variances interpreted by each PC. GEPIA also presents 2D plot or 3D plot based on user-specified PCs.
Results availability
After submission of an analysis request, GEPIA will provide the vector image result for users. All the results provided by GEPIA are publication-ready. The PDF and the SVG download is available by clicking the button next to the results. A tutorial and an example video is also available in the 'Help' page in GEPIA. These vector statistical plots can be downloaded for modification using Adobe Illustrator.
Documentation
GEPIA documentation is available and can be accessed by clicking the 'Help' link in the top right navigation bar. The documentation contains the description of each feature function and the introduction of parameters in each feature as well as the results of each analysis. Meanwhile, GEPIA also provides an 'Example' link for quick view of all GEPIA features in the top right navigation bar. In addition to these links, users can click the 'Help' button in each feature tab to open the collapsed tooltips that give concise explanations and detail of each parameter.
DISCUSSION
GEPIA is an interactive web application for gene expression analysis based on 9736 tumors and 8587 normal samples from the TCGA and the GTEx databases, using the output of a standard processing pipeline for RNA sequencing data. Analysis results cover ∼20 000 coding and ∼25 000 noncoding genes, as well as ∼14 000 pseudogenes and ∼400 Tcell receptor segments.
GEPIA enables experimental biologists without any computational programming skills to perform a diverse range of gene expression analyses. By using GEPIA, experimental biologists can easily explore the large TCGA and GTEx datasets, ask specific questions and test their hypotheses. For example, one can easily find the MPO gene specifically expressed in leukemia and UPK2 specifically expressed in bladder cancer. Genes with the most significant association with patient survival can be identified, including the MCTS1 gene in breast cancer and the HILPDA gene in liver cancer. Genes like PGAP3 and GRB7 can also be quickly identified to have similar expression pattern with cancer drug target ERBB2. Meanwhile, the flexible customization parameters of GEPIA also enable users to extensively customize the visualization, for example, by changing the colors or modifying the width of expression plots.
GEPIA is a time-saving and intuitive tool for unleashing the value of the big genomic data in TCGA and GTEx. It complements well with other available tools such as cBioPortal and Expression Atlas. With the continuous user feedback and further enhancement, GEPIA has the potential to become an integral part of routine data analyses for experimental biologists.
